**NEW PATTERNS**

by Gail Hutchinson - all $5.00  

**Diamond Twill Rimmed Basket**  
Dyed & natural flat & flat oval reed woven in a simple twill on a 6" x 10" oblong oval slotted base with unusual diamond pattern woven into the rim.  4 pages

**Flies Be Gone – Fly Swatter**  
1 page  
Woven fly swatter made from flat & flat oval reeds with round reed twining. Handle made from 3/8 half round or flat oval with round reed loop for hanging.

**Plaid Market Basket**  
6" W x 12" L x 10" H (including handle) natural and dyed flat & flat oval reed with round reed for “x” design woven on a 6" x 10" D handle.  3 pages

**Ribbed Roll Basket**  
3 pages  
9" W x 10" L x 4" H - flat reed & seagrass rib style oval basket with braided handle

**TP’s Lit’l Green Box Basket**  
Approximately 4" x 6" base - Natural & dyed flat & round reed “box” w/ French randing sides & woven lid. Dyed round reed is woven on each side of natural reed for a striking look.  5 pgs

**NEW DRILLED BASES**

Square Drilled Bases  
4" x 4" $2.15 ea., $23.28dz.  
6" x 6" $3.25 ea., $35.16 dz.

Rectangle Drilled Bases  
3" x 5" $2.15 ea., $23.28 dz.  
4" x 6" $2.75 ea., $29.76 dz.

**NEW OAK BASE**

10" X 14" Oblong Slotted Oval  
$12.25 each, $132.36 dozen

What can you use this big base for you ask?  
Try the pattern Personal Laundry

**NEW PATTERNS**

by Angie Wagner all $3.00  

**Personal Laundry**  
10”x14” B x 22” H x approx. 13”x16” Top - Natural flat reed woven on a 10” x 14” Oblong Oval Slotted base two 8” flat-top heavy duty bushel baskets handles. For all levels but slotted base experience very helpful. Weavers are doubled for extra strength.

**Round Reed Rimmed Gourds**  
Round Reed borders on the top of gourds. Pattern show three variations. You can create different patterns by varying the order of the rows. Use #2 round reed for smaller gourds and #3 round reed for larger gourds.  3 pages

**NEW BOOK**

Coiled Designs for Gourd Art  
by Catherine Devine $14.99  
Step-by-step coiling techniques, as well as some patterns, to help you coil wax linen & color thread designs. Approximately 196 color photos are featured. Both beginners & advanced coilers will benefit. Includes open & closed coiling around Danish cord.  64 pages
NEW PATTERNS

by Venie Hinson

All That Jazz Double Wall - $5.00
11" W x 12" L x 14" H
natural & dyed reed with small seagrass. Two bushel basket handles with approx. 8" spread & sits on 4 feet. Suitable for all levels. 7 pages

Fall Frolic - $4.00
9" W x 12" L x 8" W
natural & dyed flat & round reed w/small seagrass & marbled strip, 6"x10" oval slotted base. Small bushel basket handles made from braiding seagrass. All levels. 7 pages

Flying Geese - $5.00
12" W x 9.5" L x 16" H - Nat. flat & flat oval reed w/maple & walnut accents. 6" x 10" oblong slotted base. 24" Sq U handle w/center grip w/a 12" spread. Handle & base are stained walnut. All levels. 9 pages

Hills n' Valleys Double Wall - $4.00
8" Diam. x 9" H
natural flat, flat oval & round reed w/walnut & cherry accents. Easy intermediate skill level indicated. 5 pages

Iroquois Treasure - $5.00
11" Diam. x 12" H cat-head style natural & smoked flat oval & round reed w/1/2" marbled strip & simple twill weave. Advanced weaving skill level indicated. 9 pages

Seagrass Delight - $5.00
12" W x 9" L x 16" H
dyed flat & natural flat oval w/small seagrass, 6" x 10" oblong slotted oak base. 24" square U handle w/12" spread wrapped w/seagrass. Suitable for all skill levels. 8 pages

Serendipity Double Wall - $4.50
16-1/2" Diam. x 16" H cat-head style, natural flat & flat oval w/walnut & maple accents. Two large heavy duty bushel basket hlds. All levels indicated. 11 pages

Springtime Serenade - $4.00
12" L x10"W x 9-1/2"H
(including handles)
natural & dyed flat reed w/marbled strips, 6"x10" oblong slotted base, simple twill pattern. Two small bushel basket handles, lashed w/waxed linen. All skill levels. 6 pg.

Turkey Tracks - $5.00
12" L x 8-1/2" W x 9" H
(not including handle)
natural & dyed flat reed. Shaker tape may be used for handles. Intermediate to advanced skill level. 9 pages

NEW PATTERNS

by Kathy Tessler all - $3.00 each

Arlington
7" x 9" base x 11" H
natural & dyed flat reed double wall basket w/easy twill accent band. Intermediate weaving skill level indicated. 4 pages

Braeburn
5-1/2" H
33" circumference natural flat & flat oval double wall basket w/dyed daisy chain accent. Beginner to intermediate weaving skill level indicated. 4 pages

Crossed Stitches
9" x 9" base x 10" H
54" circumference. natural & dyed flat reed double wall basket w/crossed stitch accent band. Intermediate weaving skill level indicated. 4 pages

Regatta
7-1/2" x 7-1/2" base x 10" H, 41" circumference. natural & dyed flat & flat oval double wall basket with bands of French randing as acccents. Intermediate weaving skill level indicated. 4 pages

Sampler Tote
11-1/2" x 5-1/2" base x 12-1/2" H (w/handle) natural & dyed flat & flat oval reed. Straight weave, simple twills & daisy chain are the patterns on the side. Pattern shows leather handles (Shaker tape may be used instead). Intermediate weaving skill level indicated. 3 pages

ITEMS SOLD OUT

p. 5 Bleached #6 Round Reed
p. 4 50ft bdls #7-1/2 & #8-1/2 Spline
p. 7 1 oz. Blue Artificial Sinew
p. 8 ACP Powder Dye #258 Goldenrod Yellow
p. 19 259 Periwinkle
p. 9 ACP Kit Jamie's Mini Basket
p. 10 ACP Berry Basket KIT
p. 12 #24 U-notched Ash Handle
p. 14 26" Plain Sq. Ash Swing Handle
p. 16 25" Bamboo Un-notched U
p. 17 #3 Drilled Heart Base
p. 18-19 Basket Stickers
p. 20 #20 C Mini Mini Heart
p. 21 #87 Bow wire
p. 22 Potbelled Stove
p. 23 #1031 Potbelled Stove
p. 24 #3 Drilled Heart Base
p. 26 Rub-on #57065 Sunflowers
p. 27 Rub-on Design #8547
p. 28 Stars & Stripes
p. 29 Tulip Poplar Strip 1-3/4" wide
p. 30 Stencils: MPSSP Shamrocks
p. 32 MPSF Bear & Heart Stencil
p. 33 PS-E Stencil Flower & Heart
p. 34 MPSSZ Daisy w/Plg
p. 35 MBSZ Gingerbread Man
p. 36 Basket, Weaving Country Favorites – Atkinson
p. 37 Cherokee Star Server - Moore
p. 38 Cut Flower Basket Pat. -Kabel
p. 39 Flower Gathering Pat.-Brown
p. 40 May Pole Collection - Moore
p. 41 Santa's Sleigh #2 - Richards
p. 42 Twill Weave Fruit - Nye & Griffin
p. 43 Peanut Bskt Pattern – Seibert

CHANGES to CATALOG #31

p. 5 New Shaker Tape pricing:
1" - $4.28
70.50 for full 75 yard roll
5/8" - $4.28
$45.00 for full 75 yard roll
p. 12 add 18" U-notched Ash Handle style A - $4.28

NEW FREE PATTERN

Easy Weaving on a Round Drilled Wooden Base
by Wagner - Summer is coming soon. Drilled bases are a great way to introduce kids to basket weaving.
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